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Engl 562 Syllabus /
ENGL 562: Advanced Technical Writing
Instructor: Chris McKitterick

Overview
To write good technical documentation, you need to understand how to create source information. In this course, students research topics, interview sources, analyze their audience using proven research methods, and use the scientific method in creating and revising technical documentation while improving your essential writing and revising skills. You will also have the opportunity to work with editors from the English 564: Advanced Technical Editing course during the semester.

This course expands upon what you learned in English 362 and provides a realistic documentation experience. It stresses information-gathering methods in technical communication and simulates on-the-job training through live interviews and other forms of research. Students master the relevant software tools and begin to build a solid technical-writing portfolio. This class is a must if you want to develop your research and technical-writing skills for current or future employment. This course uses more complex writing projects as well as ongoing peer-review work. 

Participation is weighed heavily, so getting involved online and with your editors are necessary for a good final grade and the value you get from the course. You will also gain valuable experience through working on projects involving research, interviews, and live technical-writing and editing exercises. Be prepared to do a lot of writing during this course. In return, you can expect to become a competent technical communicator by semester's end, assuming you meet the prerequisites, participate regularly, and successfully complete all assignments. I've designed this course to be a virtual technical-writing internship, so your hard work will pay off in the end!
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NOTE: This is a living document, so expect changes. I want to be responsive to your needs, and to do so I need to make changes from time to time. Check our website for updates. 

Prerequisites
English 362 (Foundations of Technical Writing) or equivalent is required. Students must be comfortable working with computers, specifically email and electronic files. Students are also expected to be familiar with creating documentation plans and abstracts, as well as the basic elements and forms of technical writing. 

During this course, students are expected to master the basic software tools of the trade. Types of technical-writing forms that students create include proposals, specifications, technical papers, and instructions – students begin to develop a valuable technical-writing portfolio they can show to potential or current employers.

Required Texts and Other Materials
We primarily use the handouts, but I also recommend that you reference the textbooks from English 362: Foundations of Technical Writing, especially if you did not take one of my 362 sections.

Recommended:
Technical Communication, by Mike Markel. 
(Note: Any version is fine – I encourage you to buy used.)
Companion web site: www.bedfordstmartins.com/techcomm 
This is an excellent text, containing a massive amount of information, exercises, and links to outside resources. I expect you to read all the assigned material, and will give occasional tests on the readings, but we will not use all the assignments listed at the end of the chapters. Feel free to work through these assignments yourself, to further your learning. I advise you to keep this book for when you go into the world of business or industry; it's an invaluable resource. Also available from online booksellers such as Amazon (click here to review and/or buy this book from Amazon.com) and Powell's Books (click here to review and/or buy this book from Powell's Books).
Recommended:
The Elements of Technical Writing, by Gary Blake and Robert Bly.
ISBN: 0-02-013085-6
Everyone who expects to write anything technical needs to have this book on their desk. Keep this book forever, at least until a complete update is published. Also available from online booksellers such as Amazon (click here to review and/or buy this book from Amazon.com) and Powell's Books (click here to review and/or buy this book from Powell's Books).

Recommended:
Research and Documentation in the Electronic Age, by Diana Hacker
ISBN: 0-31-225862-3
This is a wonderful resource for technical writers doing research. It also lists style guides appropriate to your field. Also available from online booksellers such as Amazon (click here to review and/or buy this book from Powell's Books). Parts of this book are available free online at: http://www.bedfordstmartins.com/hacker/resdoc/ 

Recommended:
Usability Testing and Research, by Carol M. Barnum
ISBN: 0-205-31519-4
I required this for the first-time offering of this class, and students found it useful for the two projects directly related to the title. It is part of the wonderful Allyn & Bacon Series in Technical Communication. Available from online booksellers such as Amazon (click here to review and/or buy this book from Amazon.com) and Powell's Books (click here to review and/or buy this book from Powell's Books). 

You will also need access to a manual of style appropriate to your field of study, such as the ACS, APA, CBE, Chicago Manual of Style, Microsoft Manual of Style, MLA, and so on. 

You also need to be comfortable using computers:
	We write and review everything electronically. During this course, you will continue to enhance your skills with the hardware and software tools needed to write professional technical documents.

I use email to announce updates, return graded papers, and so forth. Be sure to give me your preferred email address ASAP.
	Buy a backup device. Many students save all their coursework onto a USB storage device as a backup, and use it to share assignments when meeting with editors or peer-reviewers. 
Alternately, use your email or FTP to back up your assignments. Many students send a copy of their coursework to themselves as a backup and use it to make sure they have their assignments available when they are due (in case of disk or flash-drive failure).

Your Instructor
I have been a professional writer for 16 years and a technical writer and -editor for 15 years, and I managed documentation projects for 3 years. I am currently a freelance technical writer and editor working for a variety of publishers. I come to this course with thorough knowledge and experience from the industry, so you can expect me to provide practical and real-world lessons. I have written and edited documents such as astronomy news articles for the general public, abstracts for lab reports, gaming supplements for gamers, operating-system deployment guides for network administrators, and more. I have also published other types of nonfiction, journalism, fiction, and even some poetry. Feel free to mine my experience for tips and advice about writing. 

If you have questions, need assistance, or just want to chat about technical communication, visit me in my office (3040 Wescoe, Lawrence campus). You can phone me or drop me email any time. If I’m not in the office, please leave a message. I might take up to 48 hours to respond to email – longer if I’m out of town or in the middle of a project – so don’t wait until the last minute to write!
Office hours and schedule
Tuesday & Wednesday, 2:00pm – 3:50pm, Wescoe 3040
Other times by appointment: I am often in my office when not in class. 
Contact information 
Office: 		Wescoe 3040
Phone:		(785) 864-2509
Email:		cmckit@ku.edu (for most submissions and communication)
		cmckit@gmail.com (personal address)
		
Audience Focus
This course centers around audience focus, building on what you learned in the Foundations class. The most important thing to keep in mind while writing good technical documentation is your audience; without it, your research can be wasted and your future projects scuttled before you begin. To reinforce this audience-focus attitude, I will expect you (my audience and customers) to provide me with frequent feedback through various means. This will help me further develop this course (and other upcoming technical communications courses) so it better suits my future customers while continually aligning it to your current needs. This is the first time this course has been offered online, so I greatly appreciate your comments!

Grading
Your final grade is arrived at through the following calculations. Table 1 details the factors that contribute toward your final grade, and Table 2 shows the grade associated with final point totals. The points detailed in Table 1 are all approximations and will vary.
Table 1.    Factors that determine your final grade
Factor
Possible Points
Frequency
Possible Total
Online participation
0 - 4
Every week
50
Interactive writing and peer-reviews1
0 - 10
Often
60
Interactive research projects
0 - 10
Often 
50
Regular projects2,3
Varies
Almost weekly
120
Final project
Up to 100
Per semester
120
Maximum total (approximate)


+/- 400

1, 2 To receive points for peer-reviewing other students' work, you must demonstrate good teamwork. Anyone who is demeaning to others or is otherwise difficult to work with will not receive points for peer-review. Working with others is of utmost importance in business and industry.

2 Ten percent of grade for some assignments comes from peer-review of another student's work. Quality of peer-review determines this portion of your score, as quality of writing determines the score you get when handing in the assignment. 

3 Occasionally, as in the business world, I will give quizzes, surveys, "emergency" projects, and other unexpected tasks. This is not intended to punish! I hope to help prepare you for the rigors of business and industry.

If work is handed in late, you receive an automatic 10% deduction for late work and further deductions for continued tardiness. Instructor-approved emergencies can mitigate these losses. I want you to get into good work habits now before you begin internships and jobs where it really matters. Participation is graded more heavily during editing sessions, labs, and presentations, because these hands-on experiences offer things you cannot learn from readings. 
Table 2.    Sample grade ranges
Points
Grade
340  -  309
A  -  A-
308  -  275
B+  -  B-
274  -  241
C+  -  C-
240  -  207
D+  -  D-
206 and below
(or plagiarism)
F

The sample grades in Table 2 are representative only (note that I rounded up the points total for simpler calculation): 10% = one full grade (that is, 100% to 91% is an A to an A-; 90% to 81% is a B+ to a B-; and so on). Mitigating circumstances (participation and so forth) can affect whether your grade falls above or below a grade if you are close – be sure to contact me in advance, whenever possible, about special circumstances.

Class Participation
Because most of the learning in this course comes from online interaction and in-person exercises and editing sessions, participation is weighed heavily. Logging onto the discussion lists and getting involved with your editors and peer-reviewers are necessary for a good grade and the value you get from the course. If you know you are going to be away from an internet connection for an academic or other important reason – or if you missed an event unexpectedly due to illness or some other excusable reason – be sure to contact me and your collaborators as soon as possible to see if we can work out something so it does not affect your overall grade.

Also, because we work with the editors from the 564 course, it’s important to show your respect for their work on your projects by staying in touch with them and participating when we discuss your work online.

Discussions take place every day during the week: Each student is expected to take turns leading discussions on a rotating basis. That means you need to do the readings plus extra research related to the topic so that you can post a 300-500-word blog-type post - with relevant questions for the others - about the topic on Wednesday, and everyone else is expected to respond before the next week's post. We can also hold live discussions if you choose – let me know and I'll update our infrastructure.

I’m sure you have heard this before, but it is as true as ever: You get out of a course only what you put into it. The more effort and creativity you apply to your projects and to class discussions, the more you will learn and the better the class will be for everyone else, as well. If you do not regularly participate, you will miss out on a lot.

Withdrawing from the Course
Withdrawing from a class should not be taken lightly. Please consult with me if you are having any type of difficulty (academic or personal) to see if we can develop a plan of action that does not include dropping the course. I know that life can get complex sometimes, so talk to me before you do something as drastic as dropping the course.

If you are having difficulties that affect your regular participation, be sure to let me know what's going on so that we can work out a solution short of withdrawal or a heavy grade penalty. 

If you are thinking about dropping a class, check the KU Timetables first:
http://www.registrar.ku.edu/timetable/ 

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS) Undergraduate Services sends email messages about the drop deadlines. Make note of these deadlines.

Handing in Assignments
Because this is an online course – and to help prepare you for the work world – you will hand in all your assignments electronically. In science and industry, others usually need to review your documents and still others process them for insertion into newsletters, magazines, books, web sites, or other publication venues. You will seldom produce a final document by yourself except for an organization's internal use.

You will usually turn in your homework through Blackboard (and as noted in the assignment) by Friday at 4:00pm. Unless you are turning in a very graphics-heavy project, there’s no reason for the file size ever to be larger than 2MB, and even documents full of images should stay under 4MB. If for some reason you need to turn in late work or when requested to do so, email your files to your editors as appropriate and to me at cmckit@ku.edu

The burden of proof is on you for assignments that don't reach me, so make sure you keep those receipt notices that I send (for emailed documents) and/or a copy of your sent email. Blackboard is very reliable when it's available and will not lose documents (though it might corrupt them). If something goes wrong, a log will show your check-in and any subsequent faults. I frequently back up our files, but you should get into the habit of always backing up your work onto removable media or USB flash drive, your email system, or your FTP site! 

Late assignments must be turned in by email so we are sure to get them. I don’t check Blackboard for past-due documents unless you tell me you’ve handed off something new! Remember that you lose a full grade for turning in a project up to a week late, more as the tardiness increases.

Online Resources
I have set up a course website where you'll find all kinds of useful information: 
http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/562/562Index.htm 

Our Blackboard site will go live soon.

To refresh your memory of what we did in the Foundations of and Advanced Technical Writing classes, or if you took a section of English 362 that I did not teach, please review the handouts, assignments, and other materials from the website: 
http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/362/362Index.htm 

Check often for updates, newly posted assignments, syllabus changes, web links, and so on. The over-arching KU Technical Communication website is here: 
http://www.ku.edu/~techcomm/  

I also created a LiveJournal community for KU technical communicators, where I plan to occasionally post job notices and other information, and where you can stay in touch with other current and former KU technical writers and editors: 
http://community.livejournal.com/kutc/ 

Plagiarism
Do not plagiarize the work of others. I regularly check papers for plagiarism; if I suspect something, I always check to make sure material in student papers is not plagiarized. If you do so, you will receive 0 (zero) points for the project in which you used plagiarized material. If you do it twice, you will fail the class. This includes plagiarized material inserted into any short, in-class work. No exceptions. 

Stated simply: Do not plagiarize the work of others. The University takes plagiarism very seriously, and publishing and academia have no patience for this kind of laziness and theft. So what is plagiarism and how can you avoid it?
What Is Plagiarism?
Stealing and passing off as your own someone else's ideas or words or using information from another's work without crediting the source is called "plagiarism." Some specific examples of actions that constitute plagiarism include pasting together uncredited information from the Internet or published sources, submitting an entire paper written by someone else, submitting a paper that you wrote for another class (which is therefore not original work), and copying another student's work (even with that student's permission).

A good rule of thumb: Plagiarism is using more than a few of someone else's words in a row without crediting the original author. It is also using someone else’s table of contents, graphics, art, design, or other work without crediting the original creators. When the words are unusual or newly coined, using just a word or two might be plagiarism, especially if such terms infringe on copyrighted or trademarked language. 
Avoiding Plagiarism
Writers – especially students or beginning writers – are frequently confused about what constitutes plagiarism. If you are unsure about whether something you have written is plagiarism, or how to use someone else's ideas appropriately in your writing, or whether facts you are using are commonly known, ask your instructor for assistance. 

In order to avoid unintentional plagiarism and to represent your work honestly, you need to be meticulous about giving credit to your sources.

If you need to use someone else's words, simply use quotation marks and credit the source – that is not plagiarism; that is good writing practice.

However, in many cases paraphrasing is better than using someone else's words, because your thoughts are unique and only you can express exactly what you mean. Be sure to appropriately identify paraphrased material. You paraphrase by crediting someone else's ideas and rewording them to fit your writing project.

Whenever you offer facts that are not commonly known, you need to tell your readers where you learned those facts. 

As you take higher-level college courses and begin writing professionally or for work, it becomes ever more important that you write using your own words and ideas rather than repeating what others say or think. Stealing or even relying too heavily on someone else's writing and thoughts rather than coming up with your own not only hinders your educational experience, but it also could lead to many serious consequences.

Though it might not seem obvious to the perpetrator of plagiarism, writing instructors can usually detect when written work is plagiarized by noticing how different the work is from previous work or from other work done at the same level. The University also subscribes to Turnitin.com, a digital plagiarism-detection program that checks student work against databases of existing papers.
Consequences of Plagiarism
Plagiarism is a serious, legal issue, and you need to learn solid writing practices now before you enter the work world and end up losing your credibility or fighting a costly lawsuit for intentionally or unintentionally stealing another's work. Stealing just isn't worth the cost when writing the words yourself is not that much more work. 

The University requires instructors to report all plagiarism and other forms of cheating. Less serious offenses might result in failing the assignment, while more serious offenses can result in failing course or even expulsion from the University, so always ask your instructor for help if you are unsure about whether or not your work could be considered plagiarism. 

Daily Syllabus
Table 3 details this course's required readings, discussions and exercises, and homework assignments. Writing and peer-review projects are based on the subject from that week's discussion. Assignments are due by Friday at 4:00pm. Discussion blog posts are due on Wednesday, and responses might take place every day during the week.

Quizzes and other unexpected items are not listed in this table. We will often work with your assignments online during the week following the due date.

NOTES: Even more than the rest of this document, this section is subject to change – keep in mind that this is the first time this course has been offered online. As the semester progresses, expect updates based on our progress, added or removed topics, and your interests. 

I will likely add more readings – particularly new handouts – throughout the semester, because I do not require that you purchase textbooks, only that you review the textbooks we used in English 362. A focus-group study of Spring 2005 students suggested that I provide handouts and that students use their 362 books rather than purchase new ones, so I responded to this information in this way.

I am being ambitious in the projects I want us to do and the topics I want us to explore. We might not accomplish everything this syllabus sets out to accomplish, but let’s give it a shot! Additionally, please let me know if you don’t see something in this syllabus that you want to cover, or if we spend more time than you hope to spend on certain topics.

Check frequently for changes to this syllabus on the class website and in our classroom Info folder.
Table 3.    Detailed Syllabus CM cmckit    Be sure to check this frequently, because this will undergo many revisions. , version 0.1, 1-13-2011
Week
Required Reading
Discussion and Workshop Topics 
Assignment Due by Friday

Week 1
“Technical Writing” entry from Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_writing 

Good Tech Documentation online handout.

Review Markel and Blake & Bly textbooks (if you haven’t read these in a while, go through them as closely as possible). Continue reviewing as needed.

Introduction to research methods in technical communication.

Semester and syllabus overview.

Begin considering topics for out-of-class writing projects.

Review scientific method and iterative testing in writing. 

Review of what makes good technical writing.

Survey.

First-week writing exercise!


Week 2
Scientific Method Chapter online handout.

Problem Statements online handout.

Research Strategies online handout.

Customer Research and Surveys online handout.

Browse the KU libraries research site: http://www.lib.ku.edu/research.shtml 

Browse the research resources on our class website.


Problem statements.

Exercise: Analyze sample technical documents and prepare reviews; discuss.

Web, print, and periodical research strategies. 

Database searches.

Posing good research questions.

Exercise: Student demo: analyze various Internet search engines and database searches.
Peer-reviews of first week writing exercises.

First project’s problem statement.

Week 3:
Heuristic Evaluation online handout.

Cognitive Walkthroughs online handout.

Usability studies online handout.
Intro to usability testing.

Heuristic evaluation and cognitive walkthroughs.

Usability testing.

Exercise: Revision exercise.

Peer-reviews of problem statements.

Week 4
Customer Communities online handout.
Audience communities. 

Exercise: Build a team to analyze an audience community; discuss.

Usability test design with analysis and report techniques outlines.

Week 5
Interviews online handout.

Notes on Genres in Technical Writing online handout.
Inspections, task analysis, and other field research.

Case studies.

Personal interviews.

Genres in technical writing.

Exercise: Build team to analyze a genre of technical writing.
In-class exercise: Refresher quiz!

Peer-reviews of usability test designs. 

Week 6





Exercise: Prepare a set of interview questions (could be for your second major out-of-class writing project) and interview at least two classmates and/or others.

Exercise: Workshop and discuss audience community design.

Draft of doc plan (proposal – specification format) for an audience community.
Week 7
Focus Groups online handout.

Customer research and surveys online handout.

Surveys and Questionnaires online handout.

Focus groups.

Surveys and questionnaires

Exercise: Organize into a think-tank and design a focus group study. Prepare analysis and report techniques.
First major writing project. 

Also submit document to your peers and editors for review.

Week 8
Article on collaborative software:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_software 

http://www.w3.org/Style/Examples/011/firstcss" http://www.w3.org/Style/Examples/011/firstcss 

http://xhtml.com/en/css/reference/" http://xhtml.com/en/css/reference/ 

http://www.htmlcodetutorial.com/" http://www.htmlcodetutorial.com

http://www.htmlgoodies.com" http://www.htmlgoodies.com

http://www.bedfordstmartins.com/markel_tutorial" http://www.bedfordstmartins.com/markel_tutorial

Discuss upcoming focus group and usability test lab.

Online help systems and e‑documents.

Exercise: HTML refresher and CSS tutorial.

CSS and advanced Web-development.
Focus group plan.

Complete HTML refresher.

Complete CSS tutorial.

Survey or questionnaire.
Week 9


Exercise: Take other student surveys and questionnaires.

Exercise: Editing exercise. Work with editors, plus each of us will “put on our editor’s hat” to peer-review the first out-of-class writing project.

Peer-review and discuss focus group plans.

Complete your peer-reviewed copies of the first major writing projects.

Week 10

Live lab: Focus group study or usability test.

Draft of second major out-of-class project doc plan (proposal – specification format) due to me and your editors. 

Week 11

Exercise: Present findings and review results of usability test lab, other research. Discuss.

Exercise: "Emergency web design project" exercise: Organize a project team, then design and build an e‑document delivery system.


Progress report for second major project due to me and your editors.

Complete "emergency web-design project."
Week 12


Work on your second major project.
Second major out-of-class writing project. 

Submit your document to me as well as your editors for review.

Week 13

Exercise: Editing exercise. Work with editors, plus peer-review the second out-of-class writing project.

Draft of final project doc plan (proposal – specification format) due to me and your editors. 

Complete your peer-reviewed copies of the second major writing projects by mid-week.

Week 14

Work with editors to develop your final project.
First progress report for final project due to me and your editors. 

Week 15

Work with editors on your final project.
Second progress report for final project due to me and your editors. 

Deadline to submit draft material of your final project to your editors is 5/5.


Finals Week




No final test:
Final writing project due.

Semester project portfolio due by end of day on 5/14.

Deliver this to me in e‑document format, and post the link to your project on Blackboard. 

Portfolio includes: 
	Final document.

Abstract. 
Audience community design plan.
Final project doc plan with updated problem statement. 
Research and interview notebook.
Studies and lab results reports.



